
Develop Response Ability - Top Tips & Tricks to Get an Email Reply 
 

1. in the subject line put the person's first name, space, hyphen, space, small letter word(s), and if possible, 

question mark: "Tom - update?" 

2. if you have less than three questions in the email - put that in the subject line: "Tom - two questions" 

3. use a question mark whenever possible in the subject line: "Tom - meeting?" 

4. when you are asking two or more questions in an email pull them out of the text: 

 1) 

 2) 

 3) 

5. put a question mark at the end of a paragraph (if it makes sense) so the paragraph ends in a question 

mark 

6. instead of making a statement: "I look forward to our next step" turn it into a question "what do you 

suggest as a next step?" 

7. if someone has not been responding to two emails you have sent, then on the 3rd attempt, put in the 

subject line: "Tom - request the favor of a reply" 

8. if the person does reply to your email using these methods, unless they specifically ask you to, do not call 

them - reply with another email 

9. if they do reply to your email, match their greeting in your reply (e.g. if they say "Hi Karen -" use the exact 

same wording & hyphen "Hi Jim-" or just "Karen:" then use "Jim:" 

10. if you do get a reply, if you want to take a few more moments, match their font: a) type  

b) size and c) color - it only takes a few seconds 

11. almost never use the priority (!) sending option for emails. I send about 9,000 emails a year and only use 

this about 2 times - save it for the truly urgent/emergency emails 

12. When saying something “negative” in an email, do not use the word YOU 

13. when referral – don’t say so in subject line – inquiry better 

14. “magic 4 letter word” for subject lines: help. So: Audrey – help? 

15. have as few people as possible in subject line  

16. closing: best or best wishes  

17. friend who recommended you? 1st two words in text of email  

18. use “rave reviews” to describe your product or service in the text, if it’s accurate and applies 

19. better to respond than not, even if really late  

20.for apologies, put “apology” in subject line so make sure s/he opens it at all  

21. watch phrase “I have no idea” – you usually have SOME idea – budget, time frames, etc. 

22. watch out for inadvertently giving commands – “Save” “Look” “Call” are not optimal 

23. best font: 10 point, navy, Arial 

24. $: “It's very important to me that I provide you with at least one option that meets your fee structure for x. 

What range are you looking at? Do you have a ballpark of what the organization would usually spend on 

that?” 



25. survey?: “Joanne – 3 minute help?” 

26. feedback/opinion?: “Joanne – 2 cents?” 

27. mass emails: question mark in subject line, think from attendees’ perspective, not yours, don’t use verb 

like “Attend our…” 

28: newsletters: 1) question mark subject line 2) BRIEF content 3) call to action w/out using verb 

29. mirror content – do some blah blahing if s/he does 

30. omit PLEASE – just leave it out, or can replace with kindly in many instances 

31. thank you – YES – after (got the file); NO – before (make sure I get the file) 

32. keep paragraphs as short as possible 

33. USE contractions – don’t or I’m – only use the uncontracted form for emphasis 

34. use exclamation points when possible – adds some tone to “thanks” or “see you at the conference” 

35. use brief phrases like “on the run” or “racing to meeting” or “on vacation” or  “more to follow” to get back 

to someone to acknowledge email even if you don’t have an answer to a question 

36. be clear – review, restate if necessary (throw the baby out the window bathwater) 

37.  if you don’t really need to know something, don’t ask 

38.  cut one another some slack! (not too much) 

39.  think before you send 

40. “We’ll keep you in mind…” response: “Would you suggest I follow up at some point to touch base about 

'11 planning, or just wait to hear from you if there's a fit? If you suggest I follow up, kindly let me know a time 

frame. I'll follow your lead!” 

41. Use “If so… if no…” 

42. If someone proposes a phone meeting, email them: “That sounds doable. So I can best prepare, kindly 

send me an email with agenda. That is, the topics and questions we’ll need to address. That would be great. 

Thank you!” 

43. A closing I like: ‘Here to help, Steven’ 
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